Meghan Herwig is a PhD candidate in History at UVA, broadly interested in global political economy and US foreign relations. Her dissertation examines the global turn toward an open global trading system in the late-1980s and early-1990s.

Justin Winokur is a second year PhD student at the University of Virginia, where he researches 20th century international history, the Cold War, and U.S. foreign relations. He previously researched history and foreign policy at Harvard Kennedy School’s Belfer Center.

Hayley Elszasz is a PhD candidate in the Department of Politics, where she’s working on a dissertation about climate mobilization in the Bay Area of California. Her primary research interest is in exploring how social movements organize local populations around climate action in the context of income inequality, housing scarcity, and other political pressures.

Nicholas Scott is a PhD candidate in Latin American history at the University of Virginia. His research interests include the history of revolution and counter-revolution, and his dissertation focuses on the history of Santiago’s urban working classes during the latter half of the twentieth century.

Evan Sandsmark is a PhD candidate in religious studies at the University of Virginia. His research explores how our most basic philosophical and theological commitments influence the way we approach political and ethical problems.

Salem Elzway is a Ph.D. candidate in history at the University of Michigan and the 2021-22 Louis Galambos National Fellow in Business and Politics with the Jefferson Scholars Foundation. His research uses approaches from political economy, political history, and Science and Technology Studies (STS) to explore the intersections of automation, labor, race, and security policy in the United States.

Salonee Bhaman is a PhD Candidate in the Department of History and program in Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies at Yale University, and the C. Austin Buck Family National Fellow at the Jefferson Scholars Foundation. Her research interests focus on histories of race, gender, social welfare, migration, and labor in the twentieth century United States.

Olivia Paschal is a first-year PhD student in the History program who studies land, labor, and capitalism in the twentieth century South, with a focus on culture and the rise of corporations in the Arkansas Ozarks.

Aaron Kinard is a Ph.D. student in the Department of Sociology at the University of Virginia. His research interests are focused on examining how race, racism, and whiteness continue to shape contemporary U.S. society.

Supported by the College of Arts and Sciences and the Jefferson Scholars Foundation, GAGE is pleased to announce the participants in the 2022 Editing and Public Scholarship Workshop. Led by Dr. Kathryn Brownell and Dr. Carly Goodman, editors of The Washington Post “Made by History” column, the workshop offers training in op-ed writing, editing, and public-facing scholarship.
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